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Summary 

Catalyst 
Omdia’s ICT Enterprise Insights 2020/21 survey showed that for 44% of over-the-top (OTT) TV and 
video service platform owners, the top three business priorities for the next 18 months are 
improving data management for faster time to market, accelerating profitability margins, and 
expanding reach by reducing operational inefficiencies. Furthermore, there is a drive for 
personalized local user experience (UX) to be the norm across the global multiscreen TV and video 
segment, with the aim of improving engagement rates and increasing ARPU. This paves the way for 
transforming multiplatform TV and video ecosystems in the segment. As consumption preferences 
(locations, devices, and content formats) continue to diversify, building a cost-effective, scalable, 
and modular multifaceted digital services portfolio is essential for long-term competitive edge. There 
is a need, therefore, to embrace media engagement technology stacks that help to deliver unified 
personalized UI/UX across all nonlinear TV and video engagement touch points (video on demand 
[VOD], live, and linear). 

The multiscreen Android TV product framework from 3SS facilitates a faster launch of highly tailored 
services and experiences to every digital user at a lower total cost of ownership (TCO) while enabling 
new monetization avenues through niche third-party integrations.  

Key messages 

• The long-term growth strategy of 3SS is to ease migration toward building do-it-yourself (DIY) TV 
and video digital ecosystems on any device, to enhance ARPU, and to accelerate operational 
productivity leveraging the Google backbone (Android TV) partnership. 

• The preintegrated 3READY Entertainment Ecosystem was launched in 2020 with initial 
partnerships with around 35 technology vendors across the content supply chain, increasing to 
70 by April 2021. 

• The company plans to steadily enhance its hybrid Android TV set-top box (STB) launcher with the 
addition of personalization including the use of artificial intelligence (AI), and voice-enabled 
capabilities (embedded smart speaker) to strengthen its market positioning in the next 12–18 
months.  

• The plan is to diversify the customer segmentation mix by enriching the smart-TV-based 
engagement workflow deployment portfolio. This will help to steadily improve local and regional 
penetration of the in-home entertainment space. 
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• The primary value proposition is woven around offering multiplatform interactivity, tailored 
UI/UX at scale, and reduced integration complexities across devices while enabling new 
monetization opportunities that are focused on traditional premium content owners (digital 
service providers and broadcast TV and video) in a connected media landscape. 

• Digital service providers are 3SS’s dominant customer base, with aggressive organic expansion in 
this segment (2022–23).  

• The company’s flexible, transparent, prepackaged pricing model and core product framework, 
enabling codevelopment with agile methodology, is a crucial differentiator for premium content 
owners focusing on faster time to market and customer-centered value network positioning. 

• Slightly differentiated indirect go-to-market channels include strategic technology partnerships 
with Google, STB hardware providers (e.g., Technicolor, Kaon, Skyworth), and backend 
platforms. 

• Swisscom, Com Hem (Tele2), Proximus, Stofa, Altibox, TDC Group, and Allente (formerly Canal 
Digital) form part of 3SS’s highly diversified Tier 1 referenceable customer portfolio. 

• Core USPs are a one-stop multichannel unified frontend solution for STB, smart TV, mobile, 
tablet, and web, enabling next-generation personalized UX via Control Center, and agile 
development methodology capabilities, which reduce transformation project lead time allowing 
faster time to market.  

• Europe is the main market for 3SS, with steady local-market expansion into Latin America, North 
America, Asia and Oceania, and the Middle East as a core growth strategy in the next 12–18 
months.  

• As of April 2021, more than three-quarters of the workforce are focused on the key activities of 
R&D, platform engineering, and customer delivery. 

Omdia view 
In today’s era of fragmented multiscreen TV and video services, the traditional TV and video 
application development approach of leveraging highly tailored, nonstandardized, and siloed 
architecture frameworks with operating system (OS) integration layers and testing for every device is 
highly inefficient and costly. As single media asset ROI and increased reach (without damaging profit 
margins) become the key performance indicators (KPIs), this change in business priorities will 
increasingly lead digital service providers to embrace highly converged, cost-effective, and scalable 
media engagement workflows such as those offered by 3SS. Historically, the company has 
concentrated mainly on a direct sales go-to-market strategy in its primary market (Europe) with a 
focus on the digital service provider customer segment. However, the gradual expansion of its 
strategic partnership ecosystem, which includes Google, Media Distillery, XroadMedia, castLabs, 
Gracenote, Technicolor, Skyworth, Kaon, SDMC, and SEI Robotics as well as backend providers, will 
reduce business uncertainty and help to improve customer-acquisition rates. 
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Digital service providers are still the most important segment for 3SS today. Omdia believes 3SS’s 
use of the scaled agile framework (SAFe) for hybrid Android TV STBs and its flexible approach in 
developing media engagement workflow solutions in collaboration with in-house IT teams will 
enable it to strengthen its regional and local market share across both core and noncore markets.  
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Recommendations for 
enterprises 

Why put 3SS on your radar? 
Omdia’s Digital Consumer Insights 2020 survey highlighted that as diversity rises across media 
consumption dynamics to give digital users access to third-party acquired and original programming 
and to user-generated assets, the limited catalog is driving digital audiences to earmark disposable 
income for multiple digital TV and video services portfolios. A good example is that, on average 
globally, a single digital user subscribed to 2.3 digital TV and video services in 2020. As the 
disposable income spend on digital services reaches saturation point because of the emergence of 
newer vital nonmedia services such as e-learning, health and fitness, and food, there is an 
opportunity for prebundled single hubs, personalized for each digital user, to safeguard lifetime 
engagement rates. Consequently, 58% of audiences are expected to have subscribed to a single 
connected digital TV and video hub by 2023. Therefore, multifaceted (both media and nonmedia) 
hyperpersonalized UI/UX for each digital user will gradually become the norm. This will demand that 
multiscreen TV and video application development vendors support diverse content and 
monetization opportunities while safeguarding profitability for premium content owners. The 
following are 3SS’s core competencies in this regard: 

• Open product framework, enabling single media asset reach at scale 

• Open and market-driven technology design architecture, helping to meet future market 
requirements and complexities 

• Customization flexibility of UX/UI at scale  

• Customized in-app, multilanguage, device customer support—such as billing, personal video 
recorder, and parental controls—to ensure better engagement rates and improved ROI 

• End-to-end (E2E) automated converged audience experience management to enable efficient, 
real-time feasibility and market testing 

• Provision of the world’s leading entertainment ecosystem for operators to launch on all devices 
and  cocreate and enable customer-centered innovation based on an award-winning product 
framework 

• The fastest-growing network of integrated technology and content partners 
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• Cloud-to-cloud integration with Google Assistant capabilities to deliver contextual search 
discovery and monetization opportunities, accelerating incremental ARPU 
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Highlights 

Background 
In 2009, 3SS was created as a software development vendor focusing predominantly on media 
enterprises embarking on the multiscreen TV and video services journey. The company gradually 
extended its TV and video application development market positioning across STBs along with 
unification of media engagement capabilities. In 2014, the company accelerated its early-mover 
advantage by enabling Swisscom to build its 2.0 UX on AOSP (before the existence of Android TV). In 
2016, 3SS launched its flagship 3READY product framework for multiscreen Android TV, to enable 
faster time to market for digital service providers with the introduction of newer monetization 
avenues and to reduce inefficiencies in the TV and video application workflow. The unique value 
proposition for digital service providers and broadcast TV and video segments continued to be 3SS’s 
ability to offer highly tailored UI/UX at scale to reduce TCO and help to increase single media asset 
ROI over the long term. Furthermore, as interactivity and modularity became the norm across DSP 
space, 3SS has steadily differentiated its positioning by supporting both Android TV OS and RDK 
framework. This has led to easier integration for digital service providers and reduced development 
overhead costs while also improving the usability of TV services. As of April 2021, significant 
deployments include Com Hem (Tv Hub, now part of Tele2), Canal Digital (OnePlace, now Allente), 
Proximus Pickx, Altibox, TCC Uruguay, Swisscom, ORS Group, and several newer customers in 
Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA); Latin America; North America; and Asia and Oceania. The 
unique differentiation lies in optimization of user UI/UX and leveraging E2E A/B testing modules to 
exploit newer digital services opportunities in real time. Finally, customization of TV and video 
application development in collaboration with in-house IT teams with a flexible agile media 
engagement workflow is a vital value proposition.  

Historically, 3SS has focused on cost-effective optimization of Android TV deployments to accelerate 
TV and video services launches on multiple devices and screens and on carving out a niche position 
in enabling a thematic-based OTT linear value proposition. It launched its 3READY Entertainment 
Ecosystem value proposition in 2020 to address two of the key pain points in today’s fragmented 
and siloed TV and video supply chain: workflow inefficiencies and loosely coupled integrations. The 
Entertainment Ecosystem enables owners of premium content to build a unified TV and video value 
chain with tightly integrated back- and frontend workflows such as metadata, security, content 
recommendation, and so on. Finally, the cooperative approach assists in economies of scope and 
scale across many screens and devices (Apple TV, iPhone, iPad, Fire TV, connected TV, Alexa, and 
STBs).  

Digital service providers (cable TV, satellite TV, and telecommunications operators) are 3SS’s core 
business segment, making up almost three-quarters of its total customer portfolio. Although most of 
its customers are Tier 1 enterprises, 3SS is slowly but steadily increasing its penetration across Tier 2 
enterprises, which currently account for less than a quarter of its customer portfolio globally. This is 
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primarily attributed to the 3READY product framework’s becoming highly standardized, reducing its 
TCO. This will lead to long-term revenue, profitability, and cashflow stability. 

Furthermore, 3SS’s lean, agile system development at scale (using the SAFe framework) and 
preembedded Android TV-centric multiplatform application management framework are pivotal, 
allowing service providers to reduce operational TCO by 30% and improve operational excellence 
and workgroup collaboration.  

In the past 12 months, the company has further integrated with Google Assistant to advance 
intuitiveness for voice search, syndication, and discovery workflows along with real-time 
personalization for each digital user (including billing inquiries and self-care) and to reduce churn 
rates. 

Current position 
Currently, 3SS provides horizontally diversified multiscreen Android TV and video application 
development with a tightly preembedded professional, maintenance, and support services portfolio, 
which includes architecture and experience design, quality assurance, consulting, project 
management, system integration, and testing. Its downstream content supply chain partnership 
ecosystem includes digital rights management (DRM), OTT middleware, online video delivery 
platforms/backends, STB hardware, personalized recommendation engines, analytics, and AI. This 
niche positioning reduces time to market for newer monetization avenues and has also enabled 3SS 
to scale its new customer acquisition strategy. In the past 12 months, the company has steadily 
expanded AI-centric third-party integrations, especially with Google, XroadMedia, and Media 
Distillery, to help premium content owners improve single media asset ROI and minimize churn.  

Historically, 3SS has followed a dual-technology upgradation cycle (both organic and inorganic) via 
strategic investments in R&D (almost 80% of its workforce) and strategic alliances, resulting in the 
following: 

• Cross-device interaction functionality in collaboration with Google to accelerate personalized 
UI/UX for every digital user 

• Expansion of multifaceted monetization avenues (Google Play Movies, etc.) with the addition of 
TV-on-demand (TVOD) functionality along with intracloud integration to enhance single media 
asset ROI 

• Multidimensional next-generation system and standard support that includes Google Nest, 
Amazon Echo, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), ISDB-T, ATSC 3.0, and others to enable premium 
content owners and digital service providers to remain competitive in tomorrow’s connected 
media landscape 

• Enhancement of ultralow-latency playback support, using Common Media Application Format 
(CMAF) to safeguard ARPU 

• Prepackaged and vertically integrated content search, syndication, and discovery workflow 
capabilities in a close tie-up with Media Distillery to exploit incremental revenue opportunities 
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• Unified multiscreen TV and video UI/UX touch points on diverse devices, facilitating operational 
excellence and lower TCO over the long term. 

Streamlining of the multiscreen TV and video application development ecosystem, E2E downstream 
content supply chain preintegrations, and lean and agile software development are the core 
competencies of 3SS through the reuse of a unified multiplatform architecture. As cloud becomes 
the primary backbone in tomorrow’s connected media arena, cloud-to-cloud integration in 
collaboration with Google will be vital for 3SS to secure and expand its customer portfolio in the long 
run. 

Figure 1: 3SS’s agile modular multiscreen TV and video application value proposition, 2021 

 

Source: Omdia 

In order to extend the capabilities of its Entertainment Ecosystem, 3SS intends to support the next-
generation TV and video UI/UX ecosystem beyond the traditional OTT TV and video content supply 
chain. This can be seen with the expansion of real-time personalization capabilities across the media 
engagement workflow and across multiple platforms (STB, smart TV, mobile, games console) to 
create long-term loyalty.  

Europe is the largest market for 3SS, and the company is focusing on expanding into newer markets. 
Reducing time to market and offering UI/UX personalization for every digital user will become core 
business priorities for premium content owners (including digital services providers) in order to 
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lower multiscreen churn and accelerate ARPU. This will lead to uptake of 3SS’s hybrid Android TV 
framework, preembedded control center, and management tools to ease multiscreen TV and video 
expansion on the part of digital service providers over the long term. Finally, the dual-pricing 
approach encompassing prebundled (one-time setup, license, annual maintenance) and professional 
(quality assurance, architecture design, consulting, system integration, etc.) fees offers highly 
transparent TCO dynamics for network operators. 

Furthermore, as the superaggregation model gradually becomes a necessity for digital service 
providers, 3SS’s 3READY Control Center’s facilitation of A/B testing and remote converged 
management of multiscreen applications are key long-term differentiators. Therefore, moving 
toward growth built on cooperative partnerships remains at the center of 3SS’s long-term strategic 
roadmap for the next two to three years. Examples include the following: 

• Ad-supported contextual monetization workflow enhancement in partnership with Google 
AdManager 360 and Hoppr 

• Accelerating premium quality of service in a close tie-up with Broadpeak 

• Multifaceted UX/UI management in alliance with XroadMedia, Hoppr, and NPAW (Nice People at 
Work)  

On the strategic partner ecosystem expansion front, 3SS has been steadily strengthening its 
cooperation across the TV ecosystem. A few examples in the past 12–18 months are Skyworth Digital 
(connected media), KAON (STB hardware and middleware), Hoppr (ad-based media monetization), 
Broadpeak (media distribution), and XroadMedia/Media Distillery (media engagement).  

The global multiscreen TV and video application development market is highly fragmented, with 
Youi.TV, 24i, and Accedo the primary competition for 3SS. Despite strong competitive pressures, the 
expansion of market penetration across the media transformation ecosystem will lead to sustained 
growth. The combination of 3SS’s third-party incremental technology integrations, enrichment of 
single digital user lifecycle management, unified personalized multiscreen UI/UX at scale, and lean, 
agile software development cycles significantly reduces TCO and constitutes 3SS’s unique value 
proposition and flagship differentiator. Some of 3SS’s key deployments are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: 3SS deployment examples 

Premium 
content 
owner 

Partners 
leveraged 

Key notes Technology leveraged Tangible outcome 

FreeCast None UX transformation of SelectTV 
aggregated OTT multiscreen service in 
the US. Leveraging 3READY Design & 
Experience System 

Android TV OS, iOS, 
Samsung Tizen, LG 
webOS, 3READY 
product framework 

Unified UX on multiple devices 
such as streaming boxes and 
connected TVs, Roku, Apple TV, 
Fire TV, Android TV, iOS and 
Android mobile devices, Samsung 
Tizen, LG webOS connected TVs, 
and web 
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Allente 
OnePlace 

KAON 

Google, and 
Netflix 

Leveraging multidimensional 3SS UX 
capabilities for its combined 1.2 million 
user base 

Android TV OS, SAFe Accelerated launch in all the Nordic 
markets, reducing workflow 
inefficiencies and revenue leakages 

Yes Israel Synamedia STINGTV multiplatform app built on 
3READY using agile development 
framework SAFe tightly integrated with 
Synamedia’s cloud TV and video 
platform across Samsung, Tizen, and 
webOS smart TVs 

SAFe, Samsung, Tizen 
and webOS, 3READY 
product framework 

Hyperlocal (English and Hebrew) 
engagement touch points per 
single digital user 

Altibox Technicolor, 
Google 

Launch of Android TV JADE STB solution 
supported 

Android TV OS Unified multiscreen apps 
management, real-time A/B 
testing, and highly customized 
UX/UI enabling improved ARPU 
and cost synergies 

TCC 
Uruguay  

Google Leveraging 3SS‘s E2E functionalities 
from Control Center, Assistant, and 
Android TV + multiscreen to build next-
generation voice-enabled interactive 
multiscreen TV and video service in the 
home market 

Android TV OS, SAFe, 
3READY product 
framework 

Cost-effective future-ready 
hyperpersonalized TV and video 
service on multiple platforms 

Com Hem Google, 
Technicolor 

Remote 
Solutions 

Tailored UX/UI for two digital service 
brands, Com Hem Play and Boxer, 
launched in April 2018 

SAFe, OTT/IPTV 
Android TV OS STB, 
3READY product 
framework 

Long-term customer engagement 
rates 

Joyn None ProSiebenSat.1 and Discovery used 3SS 
to launch their OTT-streaming brand in 
July 2019; 50-plus TV channels 

Multiscreen TV and 
video apps 
development and 
system integration 
services, 3READY 
product framework 

Multiplatform contextual audience 
engagement across web, mobile, 
smart TV, Apple TV, and Android 
devices 

Canal 
Digital 
OnePlace 

Google, 
Technicolor 

Streamlining software and new digital 
services development for its UHD 
expansion of flagship brand OnePlace in 
February 2019 (Nordic markets); 3SS 
had a long-standing relationship after 
enabling its Android TV core OnePlace 
platform launch in February 2018 

SAFe, Android TV OS, 
multiscreen 
interaction 
intelligence 

Faster time to market and 
reduction in operational 
inefficiencies 

Proximus Google, 
Technicolor 

Launch of Android TV framework–led 
next-generation TV service Proximus 
Pickx 

OTT/IPTV Android TV 
STB, SAFe, 3READY 
product framework 

Long-term customer engagement 
rates 

ORS 
Group 

tbc Launch of new simpli.tv digital service 3READY product 
framework 

n/a 

Source: Omdia and 3SS 
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Data sheet 

Key facts 

Table 2: Data sheet: 3SS 

Product name 3READY Product 
classification 

Entertainment application framework for 
STB and multiscreen 

Version 
number 

n/a Release date n/a 

Industries 
covered 

Digital service providers (cable TV, satellite 
TV, and telecommunications operators), OTT 
TV and video services, and broadcast TV and 
video 

Geographies 
covered 

EMEA, North America, Latin America, and 
Asia and Oceania 

Relevant 
company sizes 

All Licensing 
options 

Initial setup, licenses, and standardized 
ongoing module-based service packages 
(incorporating maintenance, support, other 
professional services) 

URL 3ss.tv 

3ready.tv 

Routes to 
market 

Direct sales, partner network/affiliates 

Company 
headquarters 

Stuttgart, Germany Number of 
employees 

230 at April 2021 

Source: Omdia 
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 Omdia is a market-leading data, research, and consulting business 

focused on helping digital service providers, technology companies, and 

enterprise decision-makers thrive in the connected digital economy. 

Through our global base of analysts, we offer expert analysis and strategic 

insight across the IT, telecoms, and media industries. 

We create business advantage for our customers by providing actionable 

insight to support business planning, product development, and go-to-

market initiatives. 

Our unique combination of authoritative data, market analysis, and 

vertical industry expertise is designed to empower decision-making, 

helping our clients profit from new technologies and capitalize on 

evolving business models. 

http://www.omdia.com/
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 Omdia is part of Informa Tech, a B2B information services business 

serving the technology, media, and telecoms sector. The Informa group is 

listed on the London Stock Exchange.  

We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative 

business decisions. If you have further requirements, Omdia’s consulting 

team may be able to help your company identify future trends 

and opportunities. 
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